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ABSTRACT

The Computerized Annunciation Message List System is a computerized annunciation system for
the control rooms of nuclear generating stations. CAMLS will alert operators to changes in
plant conditions that may impact on safety and production and help staff to effectively respond.
CAMLS is designed to:

• provide a clear and concise overview of the current problems or faults in the plant,
• provide an overview of the current state of the plant in terms of automatic process and

equipment actions,
• provide support for specific operational tasks, through either pre-configured or operator-

configured annunciation displays, including:
rapid and efficient upset response,

- plant stabilization,
- problem diagnosis,

recovery action planning and implementation, and
rapid recovery from trip and return to power operation.

To achieve this, several information processing, presentation, and interaction concepts were
developed including:

• Alarm Processing Concepts/Features
- definition of plant state (operating regions)
- prioritization based on plant state

alarm conditioning based on plant state
- reduced volume through improved utilization of information
- new types of alarms

• Alarm Presentation Concepts/Features
- separation of faults (problems) and status messages into separate displays
- ordering faults by order of priority

colouring messages by priority
retaining fault messages until fully acknowledged and returned to normal
backshading unacknowledged alarms (new and return-to-normal)

• Alarm Interaction Concepts/Features
single key acknowledge/reset
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single tone on initial alarm occurrence
auto acknowledge for status messages

The result is that CAMLS:

• prioritizes relevant alarm data according to the consequence to the plant and the urgency
for an operator response,

• adjusts the alarm presentation and priority with variations in the operating state of the
plant,

• significantly reduces irrelevant alarm messages without losing key information,
• improves operator accuracy and speed of diagnosis and planning by providing organized

information, and
• prevents distraction from important operational activities through less intrusive and

demanding operator interactions.

CAMLS has two distinct components-two central overview displays and a desktop inquiry system
(annunciation interrogation workstation, AIW).

These new design concepts for CANDU annunciation have been developed, prototyped, and
evaluated. As part of a CANDU Owners' Group (COG) R&D project, CAMLS has been
assessed for operational performance over several upset scenarios in full scope simulators for
two different operating CANDU stations. A formal validation process was used to arrive at
statistically valid statements of comparative system performance between the current CANDU
annunciation systems and CAMLS. The evaluation clearly establishes that CAMLS improves
operator performance for most operationally significant tasks involving annunciation compared
to existing CANDU annunciation systems. The implications of these improvements on safety
margins, production costs, and human performance are significant. This paper will summarize
these activities and report on validation findings.

1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The Computerized Annunciation Message List System is a computerized annunciation system
for the control rooms of nuclear generating stations. CAMLS will alert operators to changes in
plant conditions that may impact on safety and production and help staff to effectively respond.
CAMLS is designed to:

• provide a clear and concise overview of the current problems or faults in the plant,
• provide an overview of the current state of the plant in terms of automatic process and

equipment actions,
• provide support for specific operational tasks, through either pre-configured or operator-

configured annunciation displays, including
- rapid and efficient upset response,

plant stabilization,
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- problem diagnosis,
- recovery action planning and implementation, and
- rapid recovery from trip and return to power operation.

To achieve this, several information processing, presentation, and interaction concepts were
developed including:

• Alarm Processing Concepts/Features
- definition of plant state (operating regions)
- prioritization based on plant state
- alarm conditioning based on plant state
- reduced volume through improved utilization of information
- new types of alarms

• Alarm Presentation Concepts/Features
- separation of faults (problems) and status messages into separate displays

ordering faults by order of priority
- colouring messages by priority

retaining fault messages until fully acknowledged and returned to normal
- backshading unacknowledged alarms (new and return-to-normal)

• Alarm Interaction Concepts/Features
single key acknowledge/reset
single tone on initial alarm occurrence
auto acknowledge for status messages

This paper summarizes the formal evaluation of the COG CANDU annunciation message list
system (CAMLS). The evaluation clearly establishes that CAMLS improves operator
performance for most operationally significant tasks involving annunciation compared to
existing CANDU annunciation systems. The implications of these improvements on safety
margins, production costs, and human performance are significant.

2. SCOPE OF THE EVALUATION

Validation can be applied at many levels of detail and at various times during the development,
design, and implementation cycle. This validation effort represents a comparative test of the
system performance with certain changes to annunciation message lists. Although the tests were
performed on a CANDU 6, specifically Point Lepreau GS in New Brunswick, and the Darlington
CANDU (4 x -900MW units CANDU station) it is anticipated that the results are equally
applicable to any other CANDU or almost any other nuclear power plant in the world.

The validation activities from 1994 through 1996 included three experiments. All experiments
were a validation of the effectiveness of different components of the CAMLS annunciation
system compared with similar components in the CANDU design for host station. Experiment 1
focused on the validation of the CAMLS' central annunciation at the Point Lepreau station in
1994/95. Experiment 2 focused on the validation of the Annunciation Interrogation Workstation
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(AIW) at the Point Lepreau station in 1994/95. Experiment 3 focused on the validation of the
CAMLS central annunciation at the Darlington station in 1995/96.

2.1 Objectives Of The Validation

The overall objectives of the COG CAMLS validation program for both the 1994/95 and
1995/96 fiscal years were to:

• perform validation and evaluation trials of various elements/concepts of the new
annunciation strategy,

• incorporate feedback from the validation and evaluation trials to make further
improvements in CANDU alarm annunciation,

• investigate and provide recommendations on the integration of the various annunciation
facilities into existing station environments,

• establish benefits and risks of a specific configuration prior to implementation of design
changes, and

• reduce the regulatory risk of a retrofit to existing stations.

The specific objectives of the different experiments were:

• Experiment 1 - Central Alarm Message Screens at Point Lepreau
- assess CAMLS effectiveness in supporting upset operations associated different

complexities of upset events,
• Experiment 2 - Annunciation Interrogation Workstation at Point Lepreau

- assess the CAMLS AIW effectiveness in supporting specific operator tasks associated
with upsets as well as some normal operations,

• Experiment 3 - Central Alarm Message Screens at Darlington
assess CAMLS effectiveness in supporting normal and abnormal operations
associated with station startup and outage management, thereby ensuring that
CAMLS is effective over all significant regions of plant operations,
assess and identify issues associated with crew usage of CAMLS (e.g., potential
changes to crew member roles, communication, operational practices to achieve
maximum operational benefits from CAMLS use).

2.2 Types Of Assessment

Both year's validation efforts focused on comparing the existing station annunciation system
with the complete CAMLS system concept across several scenarios and operating situations.

2.3 Degree Of Formality

The validation plans and reports included the definition of:

• performance hypotheses,
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• design of scenarios to test the hypotheses and/or the selection of hypotheses to test that
were compatible with the scenarios chosen,

• measures of performance consistent with the hypotheses,
• acceptance criteria for the measures selected,
• an experimental design that accounted for certain possible confounds, and
• a statistical analysis of the results leading to a degree of confidence in the acceptance or

rejection of the hypotheses tested.

3. PERFORMANCE HYPOTHESES

3.1 Identification

A combination of the upset response strategies used at CANDU plants and a decision making
model were used to identify possible performance hypotheses.

During the 1993/94 annunciation work, several evaluations were carried out and a number of
subjectively based statements of performance enhancement were made by station-based
reviewers of the work. These statements were identified and extracted as performance
hypotheses to be tested in a more controlled and dynamic setting. In addition, several statements
were made by the designers regarding potential performance benefits of the system, and these
statements were also extracted and used as performance hypotheses to be tested. Finally,
existing station utility staff and design organization staff were polled for input to the kinds of
measures necessary to assess annunciation system design. These were then added to the set of
hypotheses as appropriate.

In summary, we generated the hypotheses (for the most part) based on a map of operator
activities in response to plant upsets.

3.2 Organization

We then provided a framework that organized the hypotheses, first, by the pre-trip and
subsequently by stages of the upset response strategy:

Pre-trip
• response to changes in plant state consistent with operational goals,

Post-trip
• execution and confirmation of special safety system functions,
• stabilization of plant processes and systems,
• diagnosis of fault conditions,
• correction of fault conditions, and
• restoration of power production capability.

3.3 Hypotheses Identified

A summary of the hypotheses identified for the experiments is:
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• Improved detection of
potential alarms conditions before they are alarmed (improved plant state prediction
due to improved situation awareness)
alarms identifying improperly configured systems
alarms not related to a primary event or condition

- automatic actions
• Improved diagnosis of

- trip casual factors
root causes of upsets

- current plant state
- future state of the plant
- abnormal plant process disturbances
- safety concerns

production concerns
• Improved decision-making

for order of priority for response to alarms
- for procedure selection

• Task specific improvements
Reduced access time to alarm comprehension and response information
Reduced access time to alarm information.
Improved access time to historical information

- Improved transfer of information during shift change-over
- less demanding and easier acknowledgment approach
- reduced demands on user memory
- improved access to alarm response procedures or alarm detail

The results sections of this paper include the specific hypotheses selected and tested for the
various validation exercises.

4. MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE

In deriving measures of performance, Meister [1] outlines a process for the derivation of
measures of performance. This process consist of identifying first, mission dimensions; second,
selecting a subset of mission dimensions as performance criteria; third, deriving measures for
each criteria and finally establishing standards. We have followed a similar outline in identifying
dimensions, criteria, measures and standards.

First, we considered what dimensions most directly validated or tested the performance
hypotheses previously identified. Some of the dimensions identified were time, errors, and
accuracy. These dimensions have been chosen as the criteria because they best reflect overall
system performance. The relevance and importance of each potential criterion was assessed by
asking how success of or failure of a particular criterion affects system performance. For
example, because the NPP is a complex system, reaction time is important for the safe and
effective operation of the plant. Thus, reaction time is a important criterion. Since operators
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have to perform a variety of tasks or functions, there may be multiple criteria. It is possible that
one criterion suggests effective performance and yet another criterion may suggests the opposite.
This is understandable since operators may favour performance associated with one criterion at
the expense of another to suit the operational goals and situation. In this report, we use the term
performance hypothesis as an equivalent to a criterion.

Second, we derived the measures based on the criteria identified. The level of the measures we
have derived go in accordance with assessing system's effectiveness.

4.1 Measures Identified

The measures for the experiments were drawn from:

• Subjective - How do you rate the annunciation system's:

1. ease of use or difficulty for acknowledgment?
2. ability to keep you aware of the state of the plant?
3. ability to keep you informed of important alarms independent of the primary upset?
4. demand on your memory?
5. ability to keep you informed of the state of the automatic actions during an upset?
6. support for root cause diagnosis?
7. ease of access to alarm response procedures?
8. likelihood of making an error in selecting an alarm response procedure?

• Objective

1. Early and continuing plant state awareness
2. Identification of problems
3. Awareness of plant state trend
4. Awareness of plant safety concerns
5. Awareness of plant production concerns

4.2 Methods of Collection

The set of data collection techniques considered for use, and ordered by desirability, included:

• Direct process parameter data from simulator data collection facility
• Direct physical action data from simulator data collection facility
• Post scenario debriefing of subjects
• Post scenario debriefing of subject matter experts
• During scenario questioning of subject matter experts
• Observation of objective issues by subject matter experts
• Observation of objective issues by the validation team.
• Observation of subjective issues by subject matter experts
• Observation of subjective issues by the validation team
• Post scenario debriefing of validation team (observers)
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• Scenario interruption and debriefing of subjects
• During scenario recording of "talk aloud" verbal protocols of subjects
• During scenario recording of operator performance and later analysis of recordings post

scenario

4.3 Data Collected

For all the experiments, the following types of data were collected:

• Subjective
- Anchored Subjective Rating Scales

• Subjects
• Subject Matter Experts
Subject system-comparative questionnaire

• Objective
Scenario Specific Measures of Performance

5. PERFORMANCE ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

The only performance criteria used for all experiments was a measure of effectiveness based on
the degree of improvement over the existing designs.

6. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

6.1 Experimental Factors

There are three basic types of independent variables [2]:

• System characteristics
• User characteristics
• Environment characteristics

For the purpose of this validation effort we have identified, for the most part, independent
variables concerning system characteristics. This is because the purpose is to evaluate the
effectiveness of the new annunciation concepts developed in previous years. Independent
variables concerning user and environmental characteristics will be considered as appropriate in
this validation effort but the emphasis is on system characteristics variables.

Four experimental system factors and one environmental factor have been identified. In
addition, each of the factors has a set of basic elements from which to create the factor levels.
The factors and their elements are:

• Processing
Static Prioritization (Existing Design)

- Perceive Importance Prioritization (Existing Design)
State Conditioning (Existing Design)
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- Minor Alarm Suppression (Existing Design)
- Mode-based Prioritization (New Concept)

Consequence/response prioritization (New Concept)
- Mode-based Relevance conditioning (New Concept)

State conditioning (New Concept)
Mode conditioning (New Concept)
Event conditioning (New Concept)
Coalescing (New Concept)

- Expected-but-not occurred (New Concept)
• Central Presentation

- Integrated Fault & Status (Existing Design)
Faults & Status by -Time (Existing Design)
Coded Cryptic Text (Existing Design)
Colour by System (Existing Design)

- New change by Flashing 1st char. (Existing Design)
Scrolling list of changes (Existing Design)
Separate Fault & Status (New Concept)
Faults by Priority (New Concept)
Status by Time (New Concept)

- Full Message Text (New Concept)
- Colour by Priority (New Concept)

New Change by shading (New Concept)
- Active only faults & scrolling status (New Concept)

• Task Specific support
- Printer (Existing Design)

OMs(Section 7) (Existing Design)
alarm summary pages (Existing Design)
annunciation interrogation workstation (New Concept)

• Interaction
Silence (Existing Design)

- Acknowledge (Existing Design)
- Reset (all acknowledged) (Existing Design)
- Two tones horn (Existing Design)
- Acknowledge Only (Faults) (New Concept)

Auto acknowledge of status alarms (New Concept)
Single horn tone (New Concept)

• Scenario (A description of the scenarios is included in Appendix E)
- Loss of Feedwater to Boiler
- Loss of Class IV Power

For the 1994/95 validation trials, the focus was the effects of system characteristics on subject
performance in order to compare the performance of the CAMLS with the existing CANDU
annunciation system. The use of scenarios as an independent variable was required to establish
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whether the results may in fact be scenario dependent within the scope of scenarios used. As a
result, the above points can be simplified in the following manner:

• the system characteristic identified was the type annunciation of system being used,
• the user characteristic was fixed as the licensed operator (senior power plant operator,

SPPO, at PLGS and the authorized nuclear operator, ANO, at DNGS) and was the subject
in the experiments, and

• the environment characteristic was the scenario used.

The selection of scenarios was based on the authors' experience of plant operations as well as
feedback from training personnel from PLGS and Darlington.

For Experiments 1 and 2 at Point Lepreau, two upset scenarios were selected:

• Loss of class IV power (LCIV) due to failure of the system service transformer and a loss
of condenser vacuum leading to turbine trip, and

• Loss of boiler feedwater (LOFW) due to the wrong level control valve being removed
from service.

The first scenario, ROP was used for training subjects on the CAMLS system. The other two
scenarios were used for experimental data collection. These scenarios were believed to represent
different levels of complexity in terms of the amount of annunciated information, the number of
actions required from the operators, and the seriousness of the transient.

For experiment 3 at Darlington, two simulator scenarios were used:

Reactor trip and recovery - This involves a heat transport pump trip as the initiating cause
for a reactor stepback. Several additional process disturbances and equipment failures
have been inserted to provide means for testing the ability of the CAMLS system to make
the operating crew aware of the plant configuration and state.

Reactor startup from outage - This involves a change in heatsink state from shutdown
cooling to boilers as the plant is prepared for return to power generation. The scenario
involves a 15 minute period beginning just after criticality is reached and ending prior to
the heatup of the heat transport and secondary process systems.

6.2 Experimental Levels and Treatments

The levels for each factor were created by the set of permutations and combinations of the
individual elements associated with each factor. The total number of possible experimental
conditions or treatments for a complete factorial design are too many for the available resources
(i.e., the number of subjects needed, the time per subject available, and simulator time). We
therefore broke down the validation effort into phases in order to make it more manageable. For
phase I (the only currently planned phase) of experiments 1 and 3 (central message list display
evaluation), we have selected four treatments from the set of possibilities as noted in Table 1.
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Table 1: Experiments land 3 - Experimental Treatments

Treatment

1.

2.

3.

4.

Factors

Processing

New:
none
Old:
Static Prioritization, Perceive
Importance Prioritization,
State Conditioning, Minor
Alarm Suppression

New:
Mode-based Prioritization,
Consequence/response
prioritization,
State conditioning, Mode
conditioning, Event
conditioning, Coalescing,
Expected-but-not occurred
Old: none

New: none
Old: Static Prioritization,
Perceive Importance
Prioritization, State
Conditioning, Minor Alarm
Suppression

New: Mode-based
Prioritization,
Consequence/response
prioritization, Mode-based
Relevance conditioning,
State conditioning, Mode
conditioning, Event
conditioning, Coalescing,
Expected-but-not occurred
Old: none

Central Presentation

New:
none
Old:
Integrated Fault & Status,
Faults & Status by -Time,
Coded Cryptic Text,
Colour by System, New
change by Flashing 1st
char., Scrolling list of
changes
New:
Separate Fault & Status,
Faults by Priority, Status by
Time,
Full Message Text, Colour
by Priority, New Change by
shading,
Active only faults &
scrolling status.
Old: none

New: none
Old: Integrated Fault &
Status, Faults & Status by
-Time, Coded Cryptic Text,
Colour by System, New
change by Flashing 1st
char., Scrolling list of
changes
New: Separate Fault &
Status, Faults by Priority ,
Status by Time, Full
Message Text, Colour by
Priority, New Change by
shading, Active only faults
& scrolling status.
Old: none

Interaction

New:
none
Old:
Silence,
Acknowledge,
Reset(faults &
status),
Two tones horn

New: Acknowledge
Only (Faults), Auto
acknowledge of
status alarms, Single
hom tone.
Old: none

New: none
Old: Silence,
Acknowledge,
Reset(faults &
status), Two tones
horn

New: Acknowledge
Only (Faults), Auto
acknowledge of
status alarms, Single
horn tone.
Old: none

Scenario

Loss of
FWto
Boiler

Loss of
FWto
Boiler

Loss of
Class IV
Power

Loss of
Class IV
Power

Where: Old = Existing C-6 Design, New = COG CAMLS Design
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Table x: Experiments 2 - Experimental Treatments

Treatment

1.

2.

3.

4.

Factors

Task Specific Support

New:
none

Old:
Printer,
Alarm response procedures, alarm
summary pages
New:
AIW

Old:
none
New:
none

Old:
Printer, Alarm response procedures, alarm
summary pages
New: AIW Old: none

Scenario

Loss ofFW to Boiler

Loss of FW to Boiler

Loss of Class IV Power

Loss of Class IV Power

Where: Old = Existing C-6 Design, New = COG CAMLS Design

6.3 Experimental Design

6.3.1 Experiments 1 and 3 - Central Alarm Message Screens at Point Lepreau and Darlington

The 2 annunciation systems (COG, Existing CANDU) which were investigated, and the 2 at each
station, resulted in 2x2=4 treatments (factors-levels combination). Thus, the experiment was a
two factorial (2x2) completely randomized design with repeated measures. Tables 2 and 3
describe the experimental designs used for each of experiments 1 and 3.

Table 2: Experiment 1 - Experimental Design

Annunciation System Design
Existing C-6 Design

Existing C-6 Design

COG CAMLS Design

COG CAMLS Design

Scenario Order
LCIV - LOFW

LOFW- LCIV

LCIV-LOFW

LOFW- LCIV

Subjects
1st half subjects of
Group 1
2nd half subjects of
Group 1
1st half subjects of
Group 2
2nd half subjects of
Group 2

Note: LCIV = Loss of Class IV scenario and LOFW = Loss of Feed Water Scenario
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Table 3: Experiment 3 - Experimental Design

Trial 1
COG CAMLS Design/Heat Sink
Pump Trip
COG CAMLS Design// Heat Sink
Transition
Darlington Design/Heat Sink Pump
Trip
Darlington Design/Heat Sink
Transition

Trial 2
Darlington Design/Heat Sink
Transition
Darlington Design/Heat Sink Pump
Trip
COG CAMLS Design/ Heat Sink
Transition
COG CAMLS Design/Heat Sink
Pump Trip

Subjects
1 st half subjects of
Group 1
2nd half subjects of
Group 1
1st half subjects of
Group 2
2nd half subjects of
Group 2

6.4 Experiment 2 - Annunciation Interrogation Workstation at Point Lepreau

For Tasks 2 and 4 the following design was used:

The 2 operator support systems (AIW, Current paper-based approach) were investigated, and the
LOFW scenario resulted in 2x1=2 treatments (factors-levels combination). Thus, the experiment
was an one factorial (2x1) completely randomized design with repeated measures.

Each subject was tested under the LOFW scenario with both systems. Subjects were randomly
assigned to two groups. The following table shows the experimental design used:

Table 3: Experimental Design for AIW Tasks 2 and 4

• Resources Used for Task
• Current paper-based approach
• AIW support

Subjects ( 6 in total)
Group 1 - 3 subjects
Group 2 - 3 subjects

All other tasks used the following experimental design.

The 2 operator support systems (AIW, Current paper-based approach) were investigated, and the
LOFW scenario resulted in 2x1=2 treatments (factors-levels combination). Thus, the experiment
was an one factorial (2x1) completely randomized design with repeated measures.

Each subject was tested under the LOFW scenario with both systems. Subjects were randomly
assigned to two groups. Subjects in group 1 used Current paper-based approach first and then
they use the AIW. Subjects in Group 2 used AIW first and then they used the Current paper-
based approach. This was done to minimize any learning effects carry over from using the same
scenario. The following table show s the experimental design used:
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Table 4: Experimental Design for AIW Tasks 1,3,5,6,7

Resources Used for Task i Subjects (6 in totai)

i Current paper-based approach ; Group 1 - 3 subjects
i AIW support ; Group 1 - 3 subjects

I AIW support I Group 2 - 3 subjects
I Current paper-based approach I Group 2 - 3 subjects

7. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

7.1 Experiments 1 and 3 - Central Alarm Message Screens at Point Lepreau and
Darlington

Each subjects session will include, in order, 10 minutes of training in the new system (COG
CALMS Design), an experimental trial using the new system under one of the two scenarios (15
min.), a 5 min. simulator reset and data collection in parallel with collection of subjective
measures from the subject, an experimental trial using the old system with the other scenario (15
min.), and another 5 min. simulator reset and data collection in parallel with collection of
subjective measures from the subject. The entire session will take about 1 hour.

Operators were told at the beginning of each session, that they were to perform the role of SPPO.
Also, that they will be supported by a Power Plant Operator (PPO), a Field Senior (FS-SPPO)
and Shift Supervisor (SS). Subjects were drawn from the control room shift compliment,
refresher training programs, personnel in-training for licensed positions, and from licensed
station staff not on shift. The supporting roles were played by a member of the training staff and
members of the validation team.

During each scenario, subjects were asked by the SS a series of questions about the plant's state,
problems, state trend, safety concerns and production concerns. The interaction between subjects
and SS was designed so as to be consistent with normal operational practices. The questions
were scenario specific and the answers were recorded in the checklists. Answers provided that
were not in the checklist were noted, but were not included in the data analyzed. For the LOFW
scenario, the time taken for the diagnosis of the root cause of the upset was recorded. After each
scenario, the subjects completed a series anchored rating scales. The subjects were asked to
check anywhere along the scale and to use the behavioral descriptor as a guide. After each
session, the operator was asked to fill a second questionnaire that provide direct comparative
assessment of the support provided by CAMLS or the current CANDU 6 central annunciation
system.. Half the subjects did Scenario 1 first and half did scenario 2 first. Each entire session
for each subject took approximately 80 minutes. The subjects were split into two groups.

The checklist items, subjective scales, and the questionnaire were defined based on the
performance hypotheses.
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The schedule of activities for the Groups was as follows:

Group 1

• explanation of the experimental procedure and the supporting staff roles (10 min.),

• completion of questionnaire on operational experience (5. min.),
• an experimental trial using the CANDU 6 annunciation system with one scenario with

simultaneous collection of objective performance measures (20 min.),
• completion of subject questionnaires (subjective measures) using anchored rating scales

(5 min.),
• a second trial with the CANDU 6 annunciation system with the other scenario with

simultaneous collection of objective performance measures (20 min.),
• completion of subject questionnaires (subjective measures) using anchored rating scales

(5 min.),
• explanation of the COG CAMLS system using the ROP scenario as an example (5 min.),
• replay of the second scenario with the COG CAMLS system (5 min.), and
• completion of the comparative performance questionnaire by each subject (5 min.).

Group 2

• explanation of the experimental procedure and the supporting staff roles (10 min.),
• completion of questionnaire on operational experience (5. min.),
• explanation of the COG CAMLS system using the ROP scenario as an example (5 min.),
• an experimental trial using the COG CAMLS system with one scenario with

simultaneous collection of objective performance measures (20 min.),
• completion of subject questionnaires (subjective measures) using anchored rating scales

(5 min.),
• a second trial with the COG CAMLS system with the other scenario with simultaneous

collection of objective performance measures (20 min.),
• completion of subject questionnaires (subjective measures) using anchored rating scales

(5 min.),
• replay of the second scenario with the CANDU 6 annunciation system (5 min.), and
• completion of the comparative performance questionnaire by each subject (5 min.).

7.2 Experiment 2 - Annunciation Interrogation Workstation at Point Lepreau

Operators were told to assume they are on shift in the control room and that the plant will
experience an upset. They will be asked to perform a number of tasks associated with upset
diagnosis and response recovery. The tasks performed represented a mix of tasks that could be
performed by the senior power plant operator, assistant power plant operator, or shift supervisor.
Finally, the operators were told that for some tasks they will be asked to use the normal control
room resources. For other tasks they will be asked to use the Annunciation Interrogation
Workstation. The subjects were split into two groups.

Tasks selected for testing were based on the following performance hypotheses:
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• The AIW provides better support for the task of accessing an alarm response procedure
than the use of paper-based operating manuals (Task 1).

• The AIW provides better support for the task of confirming the cause of a trip than an
examination of paper-based annunciation logs (Task 2).

• The AIW provides better support for tasks where alarm reference or detail information
needs to be recalled rather than an examination of operating manuals and reference
flowsheets (Tasks 3 and 5).

• The AIW provides better support for the task of deteraiining the cause of the upset than
an examination of paper-based annunciation logs (Task 4).

• The AIW provides better support for the task of confirming shutdown system trip inhibit
actions than an examination of paper-based annunciation logs (Task 6).

• The AIW provides good support for the task of examining the alarm state and history for
a specific system (Task 7).

The schedule of activities for Group 1 was as follows:

Group 1
• explanation of experimental procedures and supporting staff roles (5 rnin.)
• completion of operational experience questionnaire (5 min.)
• evaluation of Tasks 1 to 6 using control room resources (20 minutes)

- provide scenario starting context to subject
- begin scenario
- task 1 performed (find procedure) when CI 0601 5552INVIA AUTO TRANSFER

TROUBLE appears
- observe plant stepback and trip

subject makes upset alert announcement as filler task
- repeat Task 1 (find procedure) when CI 907 4118 CLG STM ATT SPRAYS FAIL

appears
- inform subject plant stabilizing as expected
- task 2 performed (find cause of trip)
- task 3 performed (find conditioning) when CI 13 83 4112 SP DRNS TK-EMERG

DRNI/S appears
- task 4 performed (find cause of upset)
- task 5 performed (find alarm setpoint) for CI 907 4118 CLG STM ATT SPRAYS

FAIL
- task 6 performed (confirm SDS inhibit actions)

• questionnaire to gather information on (10 minutes)
- relative support of CR paper-based resources for each task

• training in AIW functions and practice (10 minutes)
• evaluation of Tasks 1 to 7 using AIW functions (20 minutes)

- provide scenario starting context to subject
begin scenario

- task 1 performed (find procedure) when CI 0601 5552 INVIA AUTO TRANSFER
TROUBLE appears
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observe plant stepback and trip
subject makes upset alert announcement as filler task

- repeat Task 1 (find procedure) when CI 907 4118 CLG STM ATT SPRAYS FAIL
appears

- inform subject plant stabilizing as expected
- task 2 performed (find cause of trip)
- task 3 performed (find conditioning) when CI 1383 4112 SP DRNS TK-EMERG

DRNI/S appears
- task 4 performed (find cause of upset)
- task 5 performed (find alarm setpoint) for CI 907 4118 CLG STM ATT SPRAYS

FAIL
- task 6 performed (confirm SDS inhibit actions)
- task 7 performed (examine alarm state and history for a system)

• questionnaire to gather information on (10 minutes)
relative support of AIW resources for each task
a comparative assessment of the support provided for each task by the AIW versus
current control room resources.
other tasks AIW could support

- other functions AIW should include
- modifications to AIW functions to support task strategies better

Group 2

Group 2 subjects used the same basic experimental procedure except that the AIW was used first
and the current control room resources were used second and training was adjusted accordingly.

8. DATA ANALYSIS

Since this is a comparative evaluation, we are interested in testing whether the observed
difference between the means of the two systems is statistically meaningful. The implication of
this is that one system can be statistically better than the other. We used a t-test for testing the
difference between two population means, assuming independent samples and unequal variances.

It should also be noted that the nature of experimentation in the nuclear industry is that the
subject population is small resulting in a small value for "n" in statistical calculations. This has
to be weighed with the fact that large percentages of the total population itself were included in
the trials. To take this into consideration, confidence intervals were considered down to 80% for
some measures and are noted in the results.

8.1 Experiment 1 - Central Alarm Message Screens at Point Lepreau

Table 5 summarizes the statistical results of the data analysis for the central annunciation
systems presented below with respect to the various hypotheses tested.
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Each of the following sections provide a summary of the data collected for each of the measures
and categories of data.

8.1.1 Objective Results

8.1.1.1 Checklist Data

Objective Checklist Data - Central Message Lists

35.00%
30.00%.
25.00%
20.00%-
15.00%.

% Improvement 10.00%
with CAMLS 5 00%

0.00%
-5.00%

-10.00%
-15.00%
-20.00%

Plant Problems State Production Safety
State Trends Concerns Concerns

Categories of Hypotheses

Figure 3: Central Annunciation Validation - Objective Checklist Results
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8.1.2 Subj ective Results

8.1.2.1 Anchored Rating Scales

Subjective Rating Scales - Central Message Lists

35%-i

25%-j

% Improvement ;
with CAMLS ^ u •

Ease of
Acknowledgement

Plant State Detection of Demand on
Awareness Independent memory

Alarms
Categories of Performance Measures

Awareness of
automatic actions

Figure 1: Central Annunciation Validation - Subjective Rating Scale Results

8.1.2.2 Questionnaire

Subjective Yes/No Questionaire - Central Message Lists

100.00%

9o.oo%-,'

80.00%4

% Respondants
indicating performance 5 0 0 0 % i
improvement/reduction ~|

with CAMLS

Detecting important Identify problems Simple and effective Alerting the most Presenting the
independent alarms and Aware of auto acknowledgment important problems 'problem' state of

actions at arty instant the plant

Figure 2: Central Annunciation Validation - Subjective Questionnaire Results
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8.2 Experiment 2 - Annunciation Interrogation Workstation at Point Lepreau

Table 6 summarizes the statistical results of the data analysis for the annunciation interrogation
workstation with respect to the various hypotheses tested.

8.2.1 Objective Results

8.2.1.1 Timing Data

Objective Timing Data - AIW

% Improvement
With CAMLS AIW

Accessing Accessing Finding alarm Finding alarm Confirming Confirming the Diagnosing the
response response conditioning setpoints. SDStrip cause of a trip, cause of an

procedures procedures inhibits. upset.
(Difficult) (Easy)

Operator Tasks

Figure 6: AIW Validation - Objective Timing Results

We expected that with the AIW finding the setpoint for a contact input alarm would be faster that
the current approach. This is because this information can be found in the alarm response
procedure display. Since the AIW provided faster access to alarm response procedures then the
subjects should had also found the setpoint for a contact input alarm faster. However, due to the
lack of training they did not know where to look for that information in the alarm response
procedure display.
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8.2.2 Subjective Results

8.2.2.1 Anchored Rating Scales

Subjective Rating Scales - AIW

% Improvement with
CAMLSAJW

Accessing
an alarm
response
procedure

\ Curfri i ig
aiaim snuraown

conditioning system trip
inhfcrt

Categories of Subjective Scales

Confirming
the cause of

a trip

Determining
the cause of

an upset

Figure 4: AIW Validation - Subjective Rating Scale Results

8.2.2.2 Questionnaire

Subjective Questionaire -AIW

% Respondents Claiming
Performance Improvement 50.00%_|

wtthCAMLS
40.00% -1

50.00%-4

20.00% 4

10.00% J

response
procedures

Confirming
the cause
of a trip

Accessing
alarm

reference
detail
Question Category

Diagnosing
the cause

of an upset

Confirming
automatic

actions
after a trip

Finding
alarm state
and history

for a

8.3

Figure 5: AIW Validation - Subjective Questionnaire Results

Experiment 3 - Central Message Lists at Darlington

Table 7 summarizes the statistical results of the data analysis for the annunciation interrogation
workstation with respect to the various hypotheses tested.
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8.3.1 Obj ective Results

8.3.1.1 Checklist Data
StartupHeat Sink Transition - Objective Results ANOs

% Improvement
wthCAMLS

0.00%
Plant state Safety

Concerns
Production
Concerns

Checklist Categories

Objective Checklist - StartupHeat Sink Transition (SS)

60.00%

% Improvement
with CAMLS

10.00%

0.00%
Plant state Problems State Trend Safety Production

Concerns Concerns

Checklist Category
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Objective Checklist - Stepback on Heat Transport Pump Trip and Recovery (ANO)

60.00%

50.00%

40.00%j/

% Improvement
withCAMLS

30.00%-k

with

20.00% y

10.00%-K'

0.00%
State
Trend

Safety Production
Concerns Concerns

Plant state Problems

Checklist Category

Objective Checklist - Stepback on Heat Transport Pump Trip and Recovery SSs

20.00% -/^\

18.00%-f-̂ i

16.00%>'i
14.00%!''':

n.oo%Y' \

10.00% y\ WIM
8.00% 4-'! B i l l

: A • WSmmr
6.00% Y" i ^ ^ H400%+" I ^ B T ^ B t

Plant state Problems
•Hi

State
Trend

1• i
•

mm ;

J
C

1
•
Safe
once

ill iMhg_^z,
y Production
rns Concerns

Checklist Categories

8.3.2 Subjective Results

8.3.2.1 Anchored Rating Scales
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Rating Scales - Startup Heat Sink Transition - Darlington ANOs

Improvement
with CAMLS

-30.00% _Kt

-40.00%

Questions
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Rating Scales - Startup Heat Sink Transition - Darlington SSs

Improvement
with CAMLS

40.00% V J

35.00% - M

30.00% \A

25.00% XA

20.00%

Questions
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Rating Scales
- Stepback on Heat Transport Pump Trip and Recovery - Darlington ANOs

Improvement
with CAMLS

40.00% _ / [

30.00%

20.
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Rating Scales - Stepback on Heat Transport Pump Trip and Recovery

- Darlington SSs

Improvement
with CAMLS
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Experiment 3 - Darlington Comparative Questionaire

% Responding
Noting

Improvement

9. INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA

9.1 Experiment 1 - Central Alarm Message Screens at Point Lepreau and Darlington

Based on these results, we can say with confidence that the COG Central Annunciation Message
List System has demonstrated that compared to the existing CANDU central message lists plus
the window tiles, the COG system improves:

• the probability that significant alarms are detected,
• the probability of detecting significant problems,
• the probability of detecting alarms secondary or independent of the primary or initial

upset,
• awareness of plant state,
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• the performance of operators by reducing the demand on operators' short term memory
and the resulting mental workload,

• awareness of automatic actions in the plant, and
• the availability of operators for important activities by reducing distracting and

unnecessary interaction with the annunciation system.

The degradation's in performance can be attributed to the elimination of the hard-wired safety-
based window alarms from the simulator during trials with CAMLS. Although this was required
to accurately measure the impact of the use of CAMLS, it is not intended nor desired to eliminate
such alarm systems from the design at this point in time.

The first three points noted above have direct safety and economic implications. They can be
said to point to an increase in the margins to safety of a CANDU plant and a decrease in the
probability of plant trips and equipment damage thereby resulting in an economic saving. The
last four points indicate an improvement in human performance in the system. At this point the
link between improved human performance in these areas and improved safety and economics is
tenuous within the context of this evaluation. However, research in the international aviation
industry clearly points to a strong link between these types of measures and the eventual
measures of safety and cost effectiveness.

CAMLS achieves this by:

• prioritizing relevant alarm data according to the consequence to the plant and the urgency
for an operator response,

• adjusting the alarm presentation and priority with variations in the operating state of the
plant,

• significantly reducing irrelevant alarm messages without losing key information,
• providing operationally organized information, and
• preventing unnecessary operator distraction from important operational activities.

9.2 Experiment 2 - Annunciation Interrogation Workstation at Point Lepreau

Based on these results, we can say with confidence that the COG Annunciation Interrogation
System has demonstrated that compared to the existing CANDU 6 support for annunciation
related tasks, the COG system improves operator performance by:

• directly supporting tasks for which there was no previous explicit support, and
• clearly has the potential to better support procedural and information search tasks given

appropriate training and experience with the tool including
- trip cause identification,
- upset cause identification,

confirmation of automatic responses,
- confirmation of successful safety system trip including trip inhibits,

access to alarm response procedures, and
- access to alarm conditioning, setpoint, and other related information.
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It is clear that many of the benefits of the AIW are independent of the benefits of the
improvements to the central annunciation system design.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

New design concepts for CANDU annunciation have been developed, prototyped, and evaluated.
As part of a COG R&D project, a CANDU Annunciation Message List System (CAMLS) has
been assessed for operational performance over two upset scenarios. A formal validation process
was used to arrive at statistically valid statements of comparative system performance between
the current CANDU annunciation system and the COG developed CAMLS. The evaluation
clearly establishes that CAMLS improves operator performance for most operationally
significant tasks involving annunciation compared to existing CANDU annunciation systems.
The implications of these improvements on safety margins, production costs, and human
performance are significant.
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Table 5: Summary of Statistical Significance of Results For Experiment 1, Central Annunciation, at Point Lepreau

HYPOTHESIS
The CAMLS central alarm screens provide:
Improved detection of problems to be resolved
Improved detection of the state of the plant

Improved detection of the important alarms independent of the primary
upset
Improved detection of automatic actions
Improved diagnosis of the trip casual factors

Improved diagnosis of the root causes of upsets

Improved diagnosis of the future state of the plant

Reduced demand on memory

Reduced Distraction due to improved acknowledgment system
The COG message list system is better at presenting the operator with
important alarms that are independent of the main upset
The separation of alarms into two groups faults and status improves the
identification of problems to be address and better maintain an
awareness of the automatic actions in the plant.
The COG message list system offers a more simple and effective
acknowledgment approach.
The COG message list system approach of presenting faults in order of
priority is more effective in alerting users to the most important
problems at any instant.
The continuous presentation of active fault alarms is not as effective as
the existing annunciation system.

SUBJECTIVE DATA
LCIV Scenario

No Test Performed
Yes

(85% Ci)
Yes (85% CD

Yes (90% CI)
No Test Performed

No Test Performed

No Test Performed

Yes
(90%.Ct)

I Yes (85% CI)

LOFW Scenario
No Test Performed

Yes
(95% CL)

Yes (95% CI)

Yes (95% CI)
No Test Performed

Yes
(95% CI)

No Test Performed

Yes
(95% CI)

Yes (90% CI)
Yes

\ 00% Agree
Yes

} 00% Agree

Yes
83% Agree

Yes
1.00% Agree

No
100% Agree

(No Means CAMLS is better.)

OBJECTIVE DATA
LCIV Scenario
Yes (85% CI)

Yes
(75% Ci)

Yes(90%Ct)

No Test Performed
No Test Performed

No Test Performed

Yes
(95% CI)

No Test Performed

No Test Performed

LOFW Scenario
Yes (95% CI)

Not Statistically
Better or Worse

ye*(85%CF)

No Test Performed
Not Statistically
Better or Worse
Not Statistically
Better or Worse
Not Statistically
Better or Worse

No Test Performed

No Test Performed
No Test Performed

No Test Performed

No Test Performed

No Test Performed

No Test Performed

No Test
Performed

No Test
Performed

No Test
Performed

No Test
Performed

No Test
Performed

Note: "CI"- confidence interval
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Table 6: Summary of Statistical Significance of Results For Experiment 2, AIW Evaluation, at Point Lepreau

Hypotheses
The AIW provides better support for the task of accessing an alarm response procedure than the use of
paper-based operating manuals (Task 1).
The AIW provides better support for the task of confirming the cause of a trip than an examination of
paper-based annunciation logs (Task 2).
The AIW provides better support for tasks where alarm reference or detail information needs to be
recalled rather than an examination of operating manuals and reference flowsheets (Tasks 3 and 5).

The AIW provides better support for the task of determining the cause of the upset than an examination of
paper-based annunciation logs (Task 4).
The AIW provides better support for the task of confirming shutdown system trip inhibit actions than an
examination of paper-based annunciation logs (Task 6).
The AIW provides good support for the task of examining the alarm state and history for a specific system
(Task 7).
The AIW provides better support for the task of accessing an alarm response procedure in comparison to
the use current paper-based operating manuals.
The annunciation interrogation workstation (AIW) provides better support for the task of confirming the
cause of a trip, by examining an annunciation log, in comparison to the use of a printed annunciation log.
The AIW provides better support for tasks where alarm reference or detail information needs to be
recalled in comparison to the use paper-based manuals and flowsheets.
The AIW provides better support for the task of confirming the cause of an upset, by examining an
annunciation log, in comparison to the use of a printed annunciation log.
The AIW provides better support for the task of confirming automatic actions following a trip, by
examining an annunciation log, in comparison to the use of a printed annunciation log.
The AIW provides good support for the task of examining the state and history of alarms associated with a
specific system.

Note: "CI"- confidence interval

Subjective
Yes

(95% Q )
Yes

(95% Ci)
Yes - Tasks 3

(95% Cl)

Task 5- Not Statistically
Better or Worse

Yes
(85% CE)

Yes
(95% CI)

Yes
(85% CI)

Yes
100% Agree

Yes
83% Agree

Yes
100% Agree

Yes
80% Agree

Yes
f.00% Agree

Yes
100% Agree

Objective
Yes

(95% CI)
Not Statistically Better or

Worse
Yes:- Tasks 3

(95% CI)

No • Tasks 5
(90% CI)

Not Statistically Better or
Worse

Yes
(95% CI)

No Test Performed

No Test Performed

No Test Performed

No Test Performed

No Test Performed

No Test Performed

No Test Performed
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Table 7a: Summary of Statistical Significance of Results For Experiment 3 at DarMngton

No.

ol

o2

o3

o4

o5

si

s2

s3

s4

s5

Scenario:
Assessment Measures

Subject

Hypotheses Tested

Improved awareness of plant state

Improved awareness of problems to be
addressed
Improved awareness of plant state trends

Improved awareness of safety concerns

Improved awareness of production concerns

Provides an alarm acknowledgement system
that is easier to use.

Provides users a better awareness of the overall
state of the plant.

Provides users a better awareness of the safety
state of the plant.

Keeps users better informed of important fault
alarms.

Reduces the demand on users memory (e.g.,
need to remember active alarms or OM
references).

Stepback on Pump Trip and Recovery
Objective

ANOs

Yes
Sig CI95%

Yes
Sig. a 95%

Yes
Sig CI 75%

Yes
Sig. CI 95%

h Yes
Sig. CI 90%

No Test
Performed

ol

o4

o2

No Test
Performed

SSs

Yes
Not

Significant

Yes
Sig. CI95%

No Difference

Yes
Sig.CI95%

Yes
Sig,CI90%

No Test
Performed

1

o4

o2

No Test
Performed

Subjective-Rating Scales
ANO

s2

s4

Not Assessed

s3

Not Assessed

Yes
Sig CI 90%

Yes
Stg. Q 95%

Yes
Stg.CI.95%

Yes
S&CI95%

Yes
Stg, €190%

SSs

s2

s4

Not Assessed

s3

Not Assessed

Yes
Not

Significant

Yes
Stg. Ct. 95%

Yes
Not

Significant

Yes
Sig. CI 90%

Yes
Stg. CI 95%

Subjective - Comparative
ANOs

cl

c2,c3

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

c6

cl

Not Assessed

c2

Not Assessed

SSs

cl

c2,c3

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

c6

c7

Not Assessed

c2

Not Assessed
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s6

s7

s8

s9

cl

c2

c3

c4

c5

c6

c7

c8

Provides users a better awareness of the state of
automatic actions during an upset

Provides users better support for root cause
diagnosis.

Provides users with easier access to alarm
response procedures via the AIW.

Reduces the likelihood users will have difficulty
or make an errors in selecting the alarm
response procedures via the AIW.

Fault/status separation improves problem
identification and plant status awareness.

Listing of faults by priority is more effective in
alerting users to problems.

Highlights better important alarms independent
of the main upset.

Continuous presentation of active fault alarms is
more effective.

Event screen provides a useful summary of
major plant changes

Offers a simpler and more effective alarm
acknowledgement.

AIW provides improved tools for alarm
diagnosis and response planning

AIW electronic access to alarm reference
information is a useful addition to the console.

No Test
Performed

No Test
Performed

No Test
Performed

No Test
Performed

ol,o2

o2

o2

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

No Test
Performed

No Test
Performed

No Test
Performed

No Test
Performed

ol,o2

o2

o2

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

Yes
Sig C7 90%

Yes
Sig 0195%

Yes
Sig CI95%

No
Sig C\ 95%

s2

s4

s4

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

si

s7

s8

Yes
Sig a %%

Yes
Sjg C195%

Yes
Sfg <195%

No
Sfg CI 95%

s2

s4

s4

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

si

s7

s8

Not Assessed

c7

c8

Not Assessed

Yes
100% Agree

Yes
100% Agree

Yes
£00% Agree

Yes
63% AgEee

Y«s
88% Agree

Yes
88% Agree

Yes
88% Agree

Yes
88% Agree

Not Assessed

c7

c8

Not Assessed

Yes
100% Agree

Ho
25'^ Agree

Y«s
75% Agiee

feicbnebsiive
50% Agree

Yes
100% Agree

Inconclusive
50% Agree

Inconclusive
50% Agree

Yes
75% AgEee
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Table 7b: Summary of Statistical Significance of Results For Experiment 3 at Darlington

No.
ol

o2

o3

o4

o5

si

s2

s3

s4

s5

Scenario:
Assessment Measures

Subject

Hypotheses Tested
Improved awareness of plant state

Improved awareness of problems to be
addressed

Improved awareness of plant state trends

Improved awareness of safety concerns

Improved awareness of production concerns

Provides an alarm acknowledgement system
that is easier to use.

Provides users a better awareness of the overall
state of the plant.

Provides users a better awareness of the safety
state of the plant.

Keeps users better informed of important fault
alarms.

Reduces the demand on users memory (e.g.,
need to remember active alarms or OM
references).

Startup Heat Sink Transition
Objective

ANOs

Yes
Sig. 95% Ci

Yes
Sig. 90% Ci.

Yes
Not

Significant

Yes
Sig. 85% CI

Yes
Sig. 95% CI

No Test
Performed

Seeol

Seeo4

Seeo2

No Test
Performed

SSs

Yes
Sig. 85% CL

Yes
Sag 90% CI

Yes
Sig 85% CI

Yes
Sig. 80% VS

Yes
Sig. 95% Ci

No Test
Performed

Seeol

See o4

Seeo2

No Test
Performed

Subjective - Rating
Scales

ANO

Sees2

See s4

Not Assessed

Sees3

Not Assessed

Yes
Sig- d 95%

Yes
Sig. CI 95%

Yes
Sig. Cl 90%

Yes
Sig. a 95%

Yes
Sig CI 95%

SSs

Sees2

Sees4

Not Assessed

Sees3

Not Assessed

Yes
Not

Significant

Yes
Sig CI 90%

Yes
Sig. CI 90%

Yes
Sig. CL 90%

Yes
Sig. CI95%

Subjective - Comparative

ANOs

Seed

See c2, c3

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

Seec6

Seed

Not Assessed

Seec2

Not Assessed

SSs

Seed

See c2, c3

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

Not Assessed

Seec6

Seec7

Not Assessed

Seec2

Not Assessed
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s6

s7

s8

s9

cl

c2

c3

c4

c5

c6

c7

c8

Provides users a better awareness of the state of
automatic actions during an upset

Provides users better support for root cause
diagnosis.

Provides users with easier access to alarm
response procedures via the AIW.

Reduces the likelihood users will have difficulty
or make an errors in selecting the alarm
response procedures via the AIW.

Fault/status separation improves problem
identification and plant status awareness.

Listing of faults by priority is more effective in
alerting users to problems.

Highlights better important alarms independent
of the main upset.

Continuous presentation of active fault alarms is
more effective.

Event screen provides a useful summary of
major plant changes

Offers a simpler and more effective alarm
acknowledgement.

AIW provides improved tools for alarm
diagnosis and response planning

AIW electronic access to alarm reference
information is a useful addition to the consoEe.
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